
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of market risk analyst. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for market risk analyst

Carry out day to day validation of risk information processed by dedicated
Risk Data Control Team based in Mumbai, ensuring complete and accurate
risk capture and reporting for all portfolios covered
Analysis of risk on daily/weekly/monthly bases and timely communication of
key points to senior management including regular deep dives into portfolios
and review of exceptional trades and new business
You will be responsible to manage the market risk reporting process and
ensure the accuracy of key risk measurements
You will analyse key trading strategies and products to ensure they are in line
with RBCCM risk tolerance and objectives
You are able to identify and communicate any deficiencies in risk process,
document the gaps, and establish timelines for addressing
You will be responsible to ensure limits are comprehensive, exhaustive, and
relevant and all key risk metrics are monitored through the current report
process
You play a pivotal role in enhancing the GRM on desk risk systems and
investigate risks to provide value-added insight and analysis to senior
management on risk trends and concerns
You liaise with GRM Model Vetting & Validation to ensure risk/valuation
models are vetted appropriately
End-to-end process of collating market risk data for measurement, analysis
and subsequent reporting to senior management, regulators and traders
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Develops, adjusts/ edits models as necessary to enhance risk team
capabilities and impact risk team strategy

Qualifications for market risk analyst

Conducting deep dive analyses and gap analyses, and issue resolution
Acting as a cross-team point of contact within the program on subject matter
issues, and working with key stakeholders
Assisting offshore team with functional requirements specification
Contributing to working groups with diverse Business stakeholders to ensure
requirements and priorities are successfully met
Experience in risk implementations - market risk
Exposure to systems, data and processes involved in generating market risk
capital and P&L within an Investment Banking environment


